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How did Wiki Leaks happen? 
A disgruntled employee with an agenda goes to work with USB flash drives and copies restricted 

files off of the server. There is no adequate secure network access and identity management 

protocols with continuous authentication of this employee. There is no real-time intrusion 

detection to automatically revoke his access when he is going to various locations without 

authorization and permissions. There is no automatic network self protection and proper logging 

and reporting. 

 

Secure networks only require three things:  

 

1. All components of a network are identified by a unique key. 

2. All users (both people and non-person entities) are identified by a unique key. 

3. All traffic and data is encrypted with identity based encryption and is logged. 

 

Preventing the Wiki Leaks scenario and providing secure enterprise networks requires only three 

things: 

 

1. Secure network access, login and continuous dynamic authentication. 

2. All data is saved or stored with unique identity based encryption 

3. All data transmission occurs in an encrypted state over a secure network. DDKI provides 

robust end-point encryption which is the single requirement for secure cloud computing. 

 

 

Preventing Wiki Leaks requires only three applications integrated into one management console: 

 

1. Secure Session Manager http://www.wnlabs.com/Papers/SierraWirelessStopsIdentityTheft.pdf 

 

Logging onto the network (secure network access) can only occur with a unique network 

access identity management key that performs continuous dynamic identity verification 

and authentication (DIVA).  

 

2. Encrypted Hard Disk Administrator  

http://www.wnlabs.com/harddrive.html  

 

All data is always stored (at rest) in an identity-based encrypted state. The Encrypted 

Hard Disk Drive application allows a systems administrator to assign virtual encrypted 

drives to each employee or department. Using the simple File authorization permission 

utilities that are a normal part of the Windows operating system, the system administrator 

can then determine which drives, applications and files an employee is allowed to access. 

When the employee arrives at his terminal to work, either his terminal boots up to his 
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virtual drive or he has to “mount” it which is just a command to tell the filing system to 

look for the virtual drive. Thereafter, there is no training whatsoever. An employee uses 

their computer as they normally would and everything looks the same. They log in with a 

unique user name and password. When they save files after use, they are automatically 

uniquely encrypted with a key related to their user name and password and saved in a 

“virtual container” specific to that user in an encrypted state. The system administrator 

can recover company data in the future if necessary because they issued the drives and 

the user names and passwords. These need to be securely stored. 

 

3. Secure File Interchange 2  

http://www.wnlabs.com/sfi.html 

 

All data that is transferred are encrypted and authenticated files. SFI establishes a 

dynamic distributed key infrastructure (DDKI) framework that can be used in 

conjunction with any other kind of network security or framework. This creates simple 

multi-factor and multi-channel authentication. 

 

Let’s look at how they all work together for complete, SIMPLE, scalable network and enterprise 

security. 

Secure Session Manager - Secure Network Access with a 
Whitenoise Identity Management DIVA key 
 

Secure single-sign on network access and login is simple and requires no training of employees. 

They are issued a physical Whitenoise Identity Management secure network access key.  This 

key is also required for Secure File Interchange 2. The distributed key is given to the pre-

authenticated user following the appropriate International Standards Organization Identity 

Proofing Level 1 to 4. The level depends on security requirements. Lost or stolen keys can 

securely and easily be replaced. 

 

DIVA is integrated into the network login protocol one-time. This is automatically installed and 

provides a database for tracking dynamic offsets and network approved user keys. It also has an 

automatic call to DIVA at the time of login and throughout a network session. 

 

It provides the continuous dynamic, authenticated oversight of network use. Each network access 

thereafter, the user is authenticated for network access by a separate authentication server which 

prevents hacking, stealing of keys and offsets etc. A physical key means that the specific user 

key is completely separate from the network when that person is not using the network. We can 

see the network login paradigm: http://www.wnlabs.com/Papers/SierraWirelessStopsIdentityTheft.pdf.  
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When Windows Explorer is used we see that there are no virtual, private encrypted drives listed. 

 

 
 

Secure Data at Rest 
Once a user accesses the enterprise network they use the virtual drive assigned to them by the 

network system administrator. Each employee is issued a unique virtual drive and each employee 

has a unique User Name and Password to log into their work area. When they start work, they 

click on the Encrypted Hard Drive Administrator. They log into this with their unique user 

name and password. They then highlight their work drive and mount it. 

 

Remember this is a second layer of authentication as they had to have their physical key to log 

onto the computer and network. 

 

When we enter the Protected Disk Administrator we can see that the virtual drives Z: and Y: are 

not mounted. We can tell because of the red X’s on the Encrypted drive icon. 
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We can also see that when the virtual drives are not in use that the files contained therein are 

encrypted and are in a drive unique container in C:\_XPROTX.002 etc. (one for each employee.) 

 

 
 

We highlight the drives and choose the File pull down menu and choose Mount. When we go 

into Windows Explorer after, we can see that the virtual encrypted drives are mounted and 

available for use. 

 

 
 

The system administrator installs the Encrypted Hard Drive administrator one time for each 

employee and setup take only minutes. NO training of employees is needed. Everything looks 

and operates exactly like the normal windows filing system. When files are not in use they reside 

on the employee’s virtual drive in an identity-based encrypted state.  

 

Other people can not get to this virtual drive when the legitimate user is not present because they 

do not have that employee’s unique network access key or the user name and password for that 

employee’s virtual drive.  

 

 

 
 

Secure Files in Transmission with Secure File Interchange 
We can see the avi media icon in the virtual drive Y: and the icon looks normal. If you clicked 

on it the file would decrypt and play in Windows Media Player. We now want to transmit this 

file to another person. We right click on the icon and choose Encrypt<>Decrypt. 
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We log into our SFI2 physical key (if it is our first access this session) and the file is encrypted 

for Secure File Interchange 2. (It is decrypted from the container and then re-encrypted for SFI.) 

 

 
 

We click on the suitcase icon to go to the secure SFI2 portal. 
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We log into the portal. In this example it is a key whitenoise2 that is logging in to send a file to 

another account called whitenoise. 

 

 
 

We have gone to the Send File menu item, chosen a recipient and selected the encrypted file 

from the virtual drive Y: 

 

 
 

After we send the encrypted file by SFI, we get a message confirming that the transmission was 

successful. 
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The sender whitenoise2 logs out. 

 

The receiver, in this case the key whitenoise, goes to the SFI portal with his unique key to 

retrieve the file. This key logs in with its unique username and password. 

 

 
 

We go to the Inbox pull down menu and we see that the file has been received from whitenoise2. 

 

 
 

 

We check the check box for the file and click Download File. 

 

We choose the Save option to save it to our virtual drive Z: where it is saved automatically in an 

encrypted state. At this point, the file is double encrypted. Once from SFI and once by saving it 

to the secure virtual drive. 
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When the encrypted file download is complete we are asked whether we want to decrypt and 

open it for immediate use. 

 

 
 

In this example we will close it. We go to our virtual drive z: and right click on the “ifsec 

whitenoise dive.avi” lock icon that indicates it is encrypted with a Secure File Interchange key. 

When enter our password. 

 

 

 
 

The SFI layer of encryption on the ifsec whitenoise diva.avi file is removed. The user still has 

their unique access key in the computer and this file, although the icon looks like a normal media 

icon, resides in a container in an encrypted state. 

 

 
 

Above the file just transferred by SFI is another file BCIT_VIDEO.AVI. This is a file encrypted 

with Whitenoise media. This means the files resides double encrypted. 

 

When we click on the media icon and the file is called it is decrypted from its secure container.  

 

(Please review the installation instructions for a Whitenoise media key and the filter to play 

encrypted files in Windows Media Player.)  
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The Whitenoise Media Player decrypts the encrypted avi file and plays it in real time in 

Windows Media Player without any latency. If you remove the key the video will stop playing 

because the video is encrypted and requires the correct key to decrypt and play it. Put the correct 

back in the computer and the video continues to play. 

 

Video media files are media files that have the largest volume and are the hardest for a computer 

to process. Whitenoise encryption and decryption are so fast that there is no perceptible impact 

on performance. No accelerators are required. This is the case even with double encrypted files. 

 

We go back into the Protected Disk Administrator, highlight the virtual drives, and choose 

File > Unmount from the pull down menus. The red X’s show the virtual drives have been 

unmounted. 

 

 
 

Now if we return to Windows Explorer we see that the virtual drives are no longer listed. The 

file has been encrypted and resides in its virtual container for safe storage.  

 

Anyone trying to access this computer afterwards will not see the virtual drives or the files 

therein listed. Neither do they know the User Name and Password required in order to access 

the virtual drives. Neither do they have the unique Whitenoise Identity Management secure 

access key to log onto the network in the first place. 

 

 
 

The files and data of this employee have been secure throughout the entire process. The only 

time the file was ever unencrypted was when the legitimate employee was working at their 

terminal with a valid network access identity management key and they opened the file. After 

use, the file was saved in its secure virtual drive. When the employee left the terminal, they took 

their secure access key with them. 
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There was no learning necessary to access the network. They were given their unique 

Whitenoise Identity Management secure network access key and their initial password. 

 

There was no learning necessary to save their files to their own unique, personal, encrypted 

virtual drive. The system administrator set up permissions for their computers so that the 

employees see and reach only drives and files they are authorized to access. Everything behaves 

exactly the same as using Windows. 

 

The employee sent a file from their secure virtual drive to another employee using Secure File 

Interchange 2 (SFI2). SFI was accessed with the same USB key they used to access and log onto 

their computer and network in the first place. Learning to send a file securely takes just 

moments for an employee because it looks and behaves exactly like email. The distinction is 

that SFI only sends encrypted files.  

 

The process to send a secure encrypted file is as follows: 

 

Right click on the file to send securely.  

Choose Encrypt<>Decrypt from the pull down menu.  

Click the suitcase icon and go to a secure SFI2 internet portal and login.  

Choose Send File.  

Choose recipient.  

Click Send. 

 

 

 
 

Secure Session Manager (DIVA for sign in), Protected Encrypted Hard Disk for virtual 

drives, and Secure File Interchange 2 provide the highest level of network security in the 

simplest manner to install, learn and use. Data is protected with unique, identity based encryption 

so it is always secure in storage and transmission. The security paradigm is scalable, 

interoperable and works with any kind of network or additional security. 

 

Secure Session Manager (through the filing system) and Secure File Interchange 2 provide 

complete logs of network access and use. 
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At any point when there is an unauthorized attempt to access files or functions, the inherent 

intrusion detection instantly recognizes that DIVA is not in synch and the network self-protects 

by the automatic revocation of network access to that key. 

 

Permissions for setting up which drives an employee’s computer boots up to and which 

files/folders/applications they can see and access are easily set by system administrators through 

the normal Windows operating system interface. 

 

A system administrator can learn complete system administration and perform complete secure 

network setup and distribution of keys in approximately two hours.  

 

Enterprise systems are regularly set up now restricting which machines even have CD, USB or 

other forms of back up drives in order to manage unauthorized duplication of enterprise data. 

Enterprises also control which computers have internet access. Some enterprises also disable 

radio frequency and Bluetooth capability to prevent data from being moved to hand-held 

electronic devices. Proper configuration is set to enterprise policy by the system administrator 

restricting file and folder access, setting communications permissions, and setting different 

authorizations employees need in order to access, edit, and copy files guard against other 

necessary functions required to commit theft. 

 

Note that additional chain-of-command, chain-of-custody, and need-to-know rules and 

permissions can be built into any system with DOORS (Digital Online Object Resource 

Sharing). In this deployment DIVA is deployed to provide key based authorizations and 

permissions and when any are circumvented the inherent intrusion detection and automatic 

revocation lock the account with unauthorized behavior automatically. In the graphic below you 

can see that DIVA information controlling authorizations is embedded in the file header data in 

an encrypted state that can’t be circumvented. 

 

 
 

Note that since the system administrator assigns the distributed keys and the virtual drives to 

employees that there is always the capacity for an enterprise to recover its data. Additionally, 

DIVA and its logging capabilities in this example have been deployed at two separate locations 

and functions. This occurred both through network access and through use of Secure File 

Interchange.  Integration of DIVA into Lightweight Directory Access Protocol would add yet 

again another logging system through the filing system. DIVA deployed at all these areas and the 

ability to set permissions at each level hardens the network against tampering. The system 

administrator always has access to the information required to verify who had inappropriate 

network access and use. System administrators have the surety that exposure to damage or illegal 

behavior has been restricted to its minimum. 


